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Artist's concept of Gravity Probe B spacecraft in orbit around the Earth.
CREDIT: NASA/MSFC
View full size image

A NASA probe orbiting Earth has conﬁrmed two key predictions of Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity, which describes how
gravity causes masses to warp space-time around them.
The Gravity Probe B (GP-B) mission was launched in 2004 to study two aspects of Einstein's theory about gravity: the geodetic effect, or
the warping of space and time around a gravitational body, and frame-dragging, which describes the amount of space and time a spinning
objects pulls with it as it rotates.
"Imagine the Earth as if it were immersed in honey," Francis Everitt, GP-B principal investigator at Stanford University in Palo Alto, Calif.,
said in a statement. "As the planet rotates, the honey around it would swirl, and it's the same with space and time. GP-B conﬁrmed two of
the most profound predictions of Einstein's universe, having far-reaching implications across astrophysics research." [6 Weird Facts About
Gravity]
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Gravity Probe B used four ultra-precise gyroscopes to measure the two gravitational hypotheses. The probe conﬁrmed both effects with
unprecedented precision by pointing its instruments at a single star called IM Pegasi.
If gravity did not affect space and time, GP-B's gyroscopes would always point in the same direction while the probe was in polar orbit
around Earth. However, the gyroscopes experienced small but measurable changes in the direction of their spin while Earth's gravity pulled
at them, thereby conﬁrming Einstein's theories.

An illustration of
Einstein's predicted
geodetic and framedragging effects, and
the Schiff Equation for
calculating them.
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"The mission results will have a long-term impact on the work of theoretical physicists," said Bill Danchi, senior astrophysicist and program
scientist at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. "Every future challenge to Einstein's theories of general relativity will have to seek
more precise measurements than the remarkable work GP-B accomplished." [Top 10 Strangest Things in Space]
A long time coming
These results conclude one of the longest-running projects in NASA history. The space agency became involved in the development of a
relativity gyroscope experiment in 1963.
Decades of research and testing led to groundbreaking technologies to control environmental disturbances that could affect the spacecraft,
such as aerodynamic drag, magnetic ﬁelds and thermal variations. Furthermore, the mission's star tracker and gyroscopes were the most
precise ever designed and produced.
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The GP-B project has led to advancements in GPS technologies that help guide airplanes to landings. Additional innovations were applied
to NASA's Cosmic Background Explorer mission, which accurately determined the universe's background radiation left over from shortly
after the Big Bang.
The drag-free satellite concept pioneered by GP-B made a number of Earth-observing satellites possible, including NASA's Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment. These satellites provide the most precise measurements of the shape of the Earth, which are critical for
navigation on land and sea, and understanding the relationship between ocean circulation and climate patterns.
Gravity Probe B's wide reach
The GP-B mission also acted as a training ground for students across the United States, from candidates for doctorates and master's degrees
to undergraduates and high school students. In fact, one undergraduate who worked on GP-B went on to become the ﬁrst female astronaut in
space, Sally Ride.
"GP-B adds to the knowledge base on relativity in important ways and its positive impact will be felt in the careers of students whose
educations were enriched by the project," said Ed Weiler, associate administrator for the science mission directorate at NASA headquarters.
GP-B completed its data collection operations and was decommissioned in December 2010. The probe's ﬁndings were published online in
the journal Physical Review Letters.
Follow SPACE.com for the latest in space science and exploration news on Twitter @Spacedotcomand on Facebook.
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David de Hilster 3 hours ago
Mass increase does not happen. This is common knowledge in particle accelerators.
Reply

Derek Fell 3 hours ago
So I wonder if Frame Dragging could be amplified by either increasing the rotation of
the mass (near light speed?) or somehow virtually increasing the mass in some
way? For example how does it react around heavy, fast-spinning neutron stars?
Reply

David de Hilster 3 hours ago
What we need is the raw data from this experiment to have someone independent
verify the findings. They hold the data and they give us the interpretation of that
data. But that will not happen. Especially if it means Einstein could be proven wrong.
Einstein is wrong in many fundamental ways but when you spend almost a billion
dollars of someone's money, it better not fail. No one in mainstream science will be
caught dead contradicting the sacred cow known as Einstein.
Reply
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Salim Nair 1 hours ago
David, have you considered the real aftermath of proving a prediction from
General Relativity wrong, with strong evidence? That is an instant Nobel
prize
Too many people assume science work like religion!
Reply

Anonymous 6 hours ago
This is interesting, but I need to know more. Does the findings of this spacecraft help
to explain how gravity works? Or merely measuring it's affects? Why do objects with
mass, be it feathers or solid iron, attract one another? I don't believe the Higgs
Boson will ever be found. A particle that must carry the gravity signal between
masses? Or a particle that endows other particles with mass and therefore attraction
to other masses? Sounds like a scientific explanation for spooky action at a
distance, which entangled particles share, but in an even weirder, but real, way.
Perhaps the two actions are related. Gravity and entanglement. Of course,
entanglement hasn't been explained, either, just verified to occur. There is a lot more
going on here, than we can even imagine. Think of the machines we could engineer,
if we just understood how these two forces/actions in nature, actually operate?
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